The End of Islam and False Religion
At his trial for murder in Glasgow, for repeatedly stabbing and kicking the head of small shopkeeper Asas
Shah, a fellow Muslim, Islamic extremist Tanveer Amed said, “If I had not done this others would,” because
he had claimed to be a prophet, which “disrespected the Prophet Mohammed and Allah.”
Of course this ‘minor’ incident is but a symptom of the most violent of the false religions which the
politically correct would have us believe are all of equal validity, be they worshippers of cows, monkeys,
elephants, snakes of the Dreamtime, the Babylonian moon god Allah, or his ‘prophet’ Mohammed.
Now, just try to imagine that the most violent deception of all, Islam, were to be removed. No more wars in
the Middle East, no more deaths of Western soldiers, no more ruined cities or terrorist attacks. No more
refugees, no more beheadings or Islamic murders. No more child brides or ‘honour’ killings. No more
oppression of women, plural marriages, burkas or black garbed Ayatollahs spouting hatred. What a
difference it would make with just this one false religion removed, and that, a so called ‘religion of peace’!
Well, the good news is that the time is shortly coming when all false religions will be removed. The Bible,
of which one third is prophecy, reveals that will be one of the first acts of the returned Christ, and
indications are that some of us will live to see it. How will this happen? But no prizes for guessing which
false religion will stubbornly refuse to submit at first. God indicates that it will be Islam which refuses to
submit to Christ’s demands, Zechariah 14: 16-19, ‘Then the survivors from all the nations that have attacked
Jerusalem will go up year after year to worship the King, the Lord Almighty, and to celebrate the Festival of
Tabernacles. If any of the peoples of the earth do not go up to Jerusalem to worship the King, the Lord
Almighty, they will have no rain. If the Egyptian people do not go up and take part, they will have no rain.
The Lord will bring on them the plague he inflicts on the nations that do not go up to celebrate the Festival
of Tabernacles. This will be the punishment of Egypt and the punishment of all the nations that do not go up
to celebrate the Festival of Tabernacles.’
How long will it take for them to recognise their deception? Such is the deep deception of Islam that it is
likely to take years, and here we encounter the problem of misdirected compassion. When no more rain falls
on Islam, people will begin to die, but that will not influence the extremists. They will expect the West to
bring aid or absorb more Muslim refugees, part of their current plan to overrun Europe to extend their
hoped-for caliphate.
However, this time their plan will not work, because God originally gave a law to Israel, which would, when
carried out, prevent His true religion being subverted, Exodus 12:49, ‘The same law (Ten Commandments)
will apply to the person who is native-born and to the foreigner who lives among you.’ ‘I change not’, says
the Lord, Malachi 3:6, and that law will be put into effect, so that any refugees who reach Christian lands
will be immediately returned unless they repent and convert from Islam. Any Muslims or indeed any others
of false religion residing in the Christian nations, who refuse to worship Christ, will join them in being
transferred to the land their religion came from, Romans 14:11, ‘It is written: "'As surely as I live,' says the
Lord, 'every knee will bow before me; every tongue will acknowledge God.'" If they choose to accept
Christianity as described in the Bible, rather than the ‘Christianity’ of today which does not even accept the
Ten Commandments, they will be welcome to remain, and escape the drought and plague afflicting Islam.
The liberal politically correct ‘compassionistas’ in the West who cannot see that in the end this will bring
peace and prosperity to the world sooner, and save many more lives, will find themselves exiled until they
repent, Ezekiel 20:37-38, ‘I will examine you carefully and hold you to the terms of the covenant. I will
purge you of all those who rebel and revolt against me. I will bring them out of the countries where they are
in exile, but they will never enter the land of Israel. Then you will know that I am the LORD.’

Of course this will be after the Great Tribulation and at the very start of God’s Kingdom here on earth. The
whole world will need re-educating after learning the hard way that false religions bring only oppression and
suffering. Even the West will have learned that the cost of rejecting God’s commandments and laws is
horrendous, and not only will those that remain need regathering from exile in slavery, but all nations will be
crying out for help in reconstruction and true government. Jesus Christ and His returned Saints will provide
that solution, Isaiah 66:19, ‘And I will set a sign among them, and I will send of them that shall be saved, to
the Gentiles into the sea, into Africa, and Lydia them that draw the bow: into Italy, and Greece, to the
islands afar off, to them that have not heard of me, and have not seen my glory. And they shall declare my
glory to the Gentiles.’
It will take time, but with this help, all nations will come to understand the way that results in peace,
prosperity and happiness, the way that Jesus Christ taught. Isaiah 11:9, ‘They shall not hurt or destroy in all
my holy mountain; for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the LORD as the waters cover the sea.’
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